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About This Game

Crankies Workshop is a true or false question game with a colorful and friendly atmosphere. Crankie needs help assembling his
new order of Lerpbot's and he needs you to answer the knowledge machines questions to keep it assembling the robots. He will

show you the ropes and then set you loose on all 30 levels consisting of 10 questions per level. Each question you answer is a
stage in the robots assembly and has a dollar value based on the speed you answer correctly. The overall value of each of the 30
completed robots(levels) is tracked and assigned a rating of 1,2,3 by Crankie so you can see yourself progress and try and beat

previous scores.

Features:
Colorful and Friendly Atmosphere
30 Robots(aka Levels) to complete

300 True or False Challenging Questions
3 Ranks to reach per level
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crankies workshop robot assembly. crankies workshop robot assembly

Your achievements are bad and you should feel bad.

Wow! 5,000 achievements just for starting this "game" up. You should feel so proud.. Exactly the same game as Crankies
Workshop: Grizzbot Assembly 2 and every other Crankies Workshop title, just with different questions.

A "Quiz" game with questions asked to you by a robot voiced with a text to speech engine dating back to the 90's, low effort,
basic, rather annoying, and despite the kiddie look the questions are very much of an adults intellectual level. At least with this
particular title (at least compared to Grizzbot Assembly 2) you won't have to be an American to know the answer to half the
questions.. Don't buy this game alone, you get your money worth if you but the 49 item sale, I got this with the Steam Winter
Sale for $2.73 and that makes this an okay game. you get 5k ahicevements within mins after lauch of the game.. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.
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ton of similar game name Crankies Workshop
just an achievement game,
did not bring any gameplay experience to player
don't recommend to buy in store
can just get from some key giveaway site
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